You Will Be Our God [D, 90 bpm, 4/4]
[Default Arrangement] by Jeff Deyo, Ellington Porter, Vinnie Zarletti
I, V1, Pre1, CH1, V2, Pre1, CH1, Inst, B, B, CH2, CH1, Pre2, Pre2
[Rev 21:3-7 / Jer 32:37-41 / Heb 8:7-10]

INTRO:
N.C. ///// | ///// | ///// | ///// |
Em // A | D/F# // Bm | Em // A | D/F# / G Bm |

VERSE 1
D/F#                       G
Here now, we’re walking in healing
A                   Bm
Once bound, we’re living in freedom
D/F#                        G                    A
We’ve found our purpose in Jesus
D/F#                G
Refined, our hearts have been opened
A            Bm
True lies, are finally broken
D/F#                    G                                 A
Revived, we’re putting our hope in You

PRE CHORUS 1
Bm   A/C#                                       D
You, You, we’re putting our hope in You
Bm   A/C#                                       D
You, You, we’re putting our hope in You

CHORUS 1
Em        A
You will be our God
D/F#    Bm
And we will be Your children
Em   A
Forever in Your heart
D/F#    G    Bm
Living in Your Kingdom
Em   A
You will be our God
D/F#                      Bm     A
And we will be Your children, Lord

VERSE 2
In debt, but now we’ve been paid for
Regret, but suddenly restored
Once dead, our lives have been reborn
Burned out, but now we’re on fire
No doubt, we’re shining much brighter
Sold out, we’re lifting You higher, Lord

PRE CHORUS 1

CHORUS 1

INSTRUMENTAL  D /// | Bm /// | C(#4) /// | G /// |

BRIDGE (2x)
D                     Bm                    C(#4)
Lord, we are Yours, we are Yours
G
We belong to You
D                     Bm                    C(#4)
Lord, we are Yours, we are Yours
G
We belong to You

CHORUS 2 (breakdown)
Em / A / | F#  F#/A#  Bm7  D#m7 |
Em // A | D/F# / G  Bm |
Em // A | D/F# // Bm | A /// |

CHORUS 1

PRE CHORUS 2
Bm / G / | D/F# / A / | (3x)
Bm / A/C# / | D /// |